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A micro-gel precipitin reaction for Hashimoto's
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SYNOPSIS A micro-modification of the agar-plate precipitin test for Hashimoto's thyroiditis is
described. The advantages are the increased rapidity in reaction, economy of reagents, and technical
simplicity.

It is now well established that circulating auto-
antibodies may be demonstrated in the serum of
patients with various thyroid diseases, most con-
sistently in Hashimoto's thyroiditis (struma lympho-
matosa). This subject has been recently reviewed by
Roitt and Doniach (1960), Smart and Owen (1960),
and Doniach and Roitt (1963).
The most commonly used serodiagnostic methods

are the slide latex (T.A.) test, the sensitized tanned
red cell agglutination (T.R.C.) and the precipitin re-
action (Rawstron and Farthing, 1962). The last is
considered to be the most specific test for diagnostic
purposes because a positive reaction is virtually
always indicative of Hashimoto's thyroiditis (Ander-
son, Goudie, and Gray, 1959; Anderson, Buchanan,
Goudie, and Gray, 1962).
The disadvantages of the precipitin test. whether

done by the Oudin (tube) or Ouchterlony (plate)
technique, however, are the long periods of time
required for reactions to be visible and the relatively
large amount of antigen required.

Micro-modifications of the plate technique have
been devised and found useful in a variety of systems
(Wadsworth, 1957; Mansi, 1958; Crowle, 1961). We
have applied a micro-modification of the plate preci-
pitin technique similar to that devised for histo-
plasmosis (Goldin and McMillen, 1963) to the
demonstration of thyroglobulin antibodies.

METHODS

The thyroglobulin tanned red cell tests were performed
by the technique of Fulthorpe, Roitt, Doniach, and
Couchman (1961) using Burroughs Wellcome reagents.
The precipitin tests in agar plates were done as described
by Anderson et al. (1962). The micro-gel procedure was
performed as follows: Clean 3 x 1 in. microscope slides
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were quickly dipped into hot 0-2% agar and allowed to
dry. A 2-5 cm. square was marked off with glass marking
ink and the square filled with 1 ml. of melted agar solu-
tion cooled to 60°C. The solution consisted of 1% Ion-
agar no. 21 in phosphate buffered saline (pH 7 2) with
0 4% trisodium citrate and 0-25% melted phenol added.
The sodium citrate was used to control the pH and
reduce the formation of halos around the serum wells
(Schubert, Lynch, and Ajello, 1961). After the agar had
hardened, the square was placed over an outline of a five-
hole pattern. Holes were punched in the agar with a
3 mm. cork-borer and the plugs removed by suction. The
distance from the peripheral wells to the central well was
5 mm. as measured from periphery to periphery. If
desired, a template, such as described by May and
Rawlins (1962) or Auernheimer and Atchley (1962), could
be used.
The wells were then filled using capillary pipettes,

placing antigen in the centre and undiluted, unin-
activated serum in the peripheral wells. The slides were
placed in a moist chamber and incubated at 37'C. The
slides can be readily stained, if desired, as previously
described (Goldin and McMillen, 1963).
We have found that small polystyrene boxes, which are

readily available,2 are very useful for micro-gel diffusion
studies. These boxes measure 2-5 cm. sq. x 8 mm. and
are made of two hinged sections which fit together
tightly when closed (Fig. 1). Agar solution, 2-5 ml., is
added to one section of the box; the rest of the procedure
is identical to that described above. These boxes obviate
the need for moist chambers and drying out of the agar
is considerably delayed. They can be prepared days in
advance and are available whenever needed. If a per-
manent record is desired, they can be stained readily as
described by Hutchison (1962). We have been able to
confirm the reports of Feinberg (1962, 1963) concerning
the value of the cellulose acetate 'microspot' reaction for
the demonstration of precipitins to thyroglobulin.

5Oxoid, Ltd.
'Shandon Scientific Co., Ltd., London; Consolidated Laboratories
Inc., Chicago Heights, Illinois, U.S.A.
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A micro-gel precipitin reaction to Hashimoto's thyroiditis

FIG. 1. Precipitin reactions in 25 mm. square polystyrene
box.

The thyroglobulin antigen was prepared by saline
extraction (Goudie, Anderson, Gray, Clark, Murray, and
McNichol, 1957) and by crystallization by the method of
Derrien, Michel, and Roche (1948). These were standard-
ized against immune rabbit serum and serum from known
cases of Hashimoto's thyroiditis. These antigens were used
at a dilution of 1:10 in buffered saline for both the plate
and the micro-procedures. Both the saline extract and the
crystalline thyroglobulin gave identical results by both
procedures.

Sera were obtained from 98 patients, all with clinical
evidence of Hashimoto's thyroiditis. All sera were tested
by the tanned red cell. plate, and micro-precipitin methods.

RESULTS

Of 104 sera tested, 52 had tanned red cell titres of

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF T.R.C. TITRES AND PRECIPITIN REACTIONS
Tanned Red
Cell Titres

No. of Sera Precipitins

Positive Negative

>40
40
160
640

2,500
10,000
40,000
160,000
640,000

2,500,000
<2,500,000

52
9
8
3
5

5

5

3
2
3
9

104

0

0

0

0

2

4

2

3

9

22

52
9
8
2
5

3
1
l

0

0

82

1: 40 or higher and 22 were positive for precipitins.
Results with both the macro- and micro-precipitin
method were identical in every case. The presence of
precipitins was associated with high tanned red cell
titres in a large majority of cases (Table I). Precipitin
bands were distinctly visible after an average of four
days' incubation at room temperature in the plates.
By the micro-method, the majority of the sera
showed distinct bands within 24 hours, and all by
48 hours' incubation at 37°C. The appearance of the
precipitates conformed to the description of Ander-
son et al. (1962), but the clearing effect in agar
reported by Goudie, Anderson, and Gray (1959) and
by Moore (1961) was not observed in this series.

DISCUSSION

Our results confirm the reports of the low sensitivity
but high specificity of the precipitin reaction as com-
pared with the tanned red cell reaction (Anderson et
al., 1959). All sera with positive precipitin reactions
were from patients with proven cases of Hashi-
moto's thyroiditis.
The micro-gel modification described offers the

following advantages over the Ouchterlony plate
method:

1 Most of the precipitates on the micro-gel slides
were clearly visible within 24 hours, rather than the
three days or more requircd for the plates. In some
cases, this more rapid result may be of some clinical
importance (Anderson et al., 1962).

2 Preparation and standardization of a satis-
factory antigen (thyroglobulin) from human thyroid
glands is laborious, hence any economy in its use
is important.

3 The test is simple to prepare and eliminates the
need for special equipment, thus making the micro-
procedure more practical for the laboratory with
limited facilities.
4 Incubation at 37°C. rather than at room

temperature not only increases the speed of the
reaction but tends to avoid artefacts that may form
as a result of shifts in temperature.

5 The reactions can readily be preserved for a
permanent record.

The clinical assistance of Drs. G. Burke, Radioisotope
Laboratory, Michael Reese Hospital, and L. Rosenblum,
Radioisotope Clinic, Mount Sinai Hospital, is gratefully
acknowledged.
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